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Topic: Marginalizing in Times of Stress: The Roosevelt Administration and Messages for Today 
 
Grade Level: 8 and 11 
 
NY State Learning Standard(s) assessed:  
This learning module will address standards 1 and 5. Standard 1 states that students “will use a 
variety of intellectual skills to demonstrate their understanding of major ideas, themes, 
developments, and turning points in the history of the United States and New York.” Our module 
examines the theme of marginalization during the presidency of a great leader from New York, 
whom history treats as a man able to make liberal change; yet, for many reasons, he was not able 
to take a liberal stance this issue. In doing this, we will also be able to focus on the ways in 
which economic and military events affect the culture of the times in which they occur.  
 
Additionally, Standard 5 asks that students “use a variety of skills to demonstrate their 
understanding of… basic civic values of our constitutional democracy; and the roles, rights, and 
responsibilities of citizenship.” Our learning module points directly at this standard by providing 
a discussion of lynching during the Great Depression, internment during WWII, and recent 
internment issues. The discussion will easily segue into an examination of our responses to these 
events, our responsibilities toward these events, and the possibility of violation of 
constitutionally guaranteed rights. 
 
Learning Objectives: 
Students will be able to: 

 Compare and contrast the experiences of certain groups during times of national or 
international crisis; 

 
 Discuss the specific experiences of Black Americans and Japanese Americans during the 

depression and war years; and Afghan and Iraqi prisoners resulting from recent events; 
 

 Examine constitutional guarantees violated by lynching and internment; 
 

 Determine individual and collective responsibility when dealing with such violations; 
 

 Analyze and utilize documents that relate to issues of lynching and internment; 
 

 Debate the idea that rights and responsibilities are crucial, but can cause conflict within 
society. 



Essential Questions:  
1. Why do democracies value civil rights, and how does denial of those rights impact 

democracy? 
 
2. What have we learned about ourselves from past and present discriminatory practices? 
 
3. With rights come responsibilities. Why do individuals avoid responsibility when 

confronted by civil rights violations? 
 
Overview of the Learning Experience Module: 
This lesson is designed for advanced eighth grade students and eleventh grade students. In both 
cases, curriculum objectives about the Great Depression and WW II are met by the lesson plan. 
However, character education issues, as encouraged by the NYS Department of Education, are 
also addressed by this lesson plan. The ultimate goal is for students to apply real life historical 
experiences toward the development of an understanding of civil rights and responsibilities. 
 
Time Allotment: 1-2 class periods 
 
Vocabulary: Internment, lynching, civil rights, constitutional democracy, violation, executive 
order, liberty, constitutional guarantees 
 
Materials/Resources: 
Documents including: recent media articles, diary entries, telegrams, book excerpts, 
photographs, letters, PowerPoint software, computers, easel, overhead projector, political 
cartoons.  Documents used will vary in level of difficulty. 
 
Procedure: 

1. Formulation of a debate on this thesis question: In times of national stress, does the 
federal government have the power to suspend constitutional protections? (11th  Grade). 

 
2. Individual group analysis of a single document. Report of the analysis to the entire class. 

Application of each analysis to the essential questions (8th Grade). 
 
Assessment: 

 Upon completion of debate, each student will create a written personal opinion on the 
topic of debate, by responding to one of these opening sentences:  

o After listening to the debate, my opinion on the debate topic has changed… or  
o After listening to the debate my opinion has not changed.... 

 
 Upon completion of the group document analysis and subsequent application to the 

essential questions, eighth graders will write a “letter to the editor” detailing their 
position on the this question:  

o When civil rights of a particular group are limited during times of national stress, 
how are other groups affected by this government decision? 




























